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"Eve of St. Mark" Brings Forth
Several Little Theatre Stars
Baxley Leaves Sickbed and
Buckman Is Outstanding
By PEARL STEINEB

Friday, December 10, the dust of the summer was stomped out
of the Little Theatre's boards when veterans Barbara Baxley and
Elinor Sizelove combined talents with newcomers Fred Udall, Tom
Buckman, and Fred Wilkerson to lead a new array of talent before
the Pacific-Stocktonian audience.
The "Eve of St. Mark" is the story of the girl who waits at the
gate for the boy who doesn't come back. Barbara Baxley is the
Tomorrow night a

comes back.
Taken over almost lock, stock,
id barrel by the Navy, and with a
jle population nearly one hundred
rcent Bluejackets and ,Marines,
irllously few of Pacific's normal
ictions have survived. They are
Jtlng for that thing called the
[ration to happen.
But tomorrow night's Christmas
dance, to be held in the
ton Civic Auditorium, is one
iclfic affair that hasn't been "durlonized".
IME ABE UNLUCKY
The point isn't that Pacific isn't
ad to do everything in its power
aid the studying military along
bigger and better things, The old
acetime college social whirl is
me. With the men students having
be in their barracks by 2200 each
ght, and some of the unluckier
les not having liberty at all, a noral social life wouldn't be possible.
And besides, who wants a normal
eial life these days anyway!
These men are studying for a big
ling, the biggest thing that will
ier happen to most of them. They
i iven't the time for much frivolity.
Tomorrow night things will be a
itle different, however. The annual
!A Christmas formal dance always
s been a gala affair, and this year
•omlses to be no exception. Only
Ifference will be Blue and Green
Iforms in the place of formal atre for the men. But the rest of it
ill be intact.

Foote Spoke At
Public Affairs Forum
Dr. Arthur Foote was the much
appreciated speaker at the Public
Affairs Forum December 9 at the
S.C.A. He spoke on the subject of
India, stating that although India
was Britain's problem. America was
concerned because it is the question
of A
a country
UL
TIUUUTIJ breaking
P free. An animated discussion ensued Dr. Foote's .
quotation of Winston Churchill's
views on India's freedom. Church
ill has said, "The loss of India, how
ever arising, will be a final and fatal
blow to England. It will be the
mark of the British Imperial down
fall. We will sink to a minor pow-

Pacific's Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg

A . A . Stagg—Coach of Year
By CABBOLL DOTY

In his 54th year of coaching, football's grand old man, Amos
Alonzo Stagg, has achieved the ultimate goal of all coaches of the
gridiron sport, and been named the Coach of the Year, 1943. The
honor was bestowed upon him by the football writers of the nation
last weekend in New York, and Mr. Stagg was informed shortly be
RILL FOR OLDTIMERS
fore his Tigers took the field in Los Angeles for the season finale,
It must be a thrill for old time against the Fourth Air Force Flyers from March Field.

er."
Another British leader, Sir Nor
man Angell, has a more moderate
view, saying that India should per
haps be made a dominion later, but
not in time of war. Th£t, in addi
tion, the 562 princes of India should
be protected by England, under any
circumstances.
TWO BLACK MARKS
Dr. Foote brought out the fact
that Britain has 2 huge black marks
against her. One is that in the past
300 years, Britain has torn down
the literacy of India. Today only
12% of the nation's people can read
and write. This contrasts very un(See FOOTE, page 3, col. 3)

Miss Smith Receives
Letter About Her Jeep

young lady in waiting and she does
a mighty fine job of it. Although her
performance in this vehicle would
not be nominated as her best to
date we think she deserves particu
lar credit for getting out of a sick
bed to go on with the show in true
trouper style.
Fred Udall, newcomer to Pacific's
boards, but veteran in his own
right, was an almost too convincing
young soldier. Looking half his age
but acting with the wisdom of ex
perience we remember his smile,
R
his courage, his sensitiveness.
A WT EXCEPTIONAL
FV RIUDTIOV A I
BUCKMAN
Most outstanding performance of
the evening was turned in by Silent
Tom Buckman. Mouthing each line
like a love lyric, every scene in
which he appeared was his. It ra
not upstaging. It was just the tal
ent that he's been saving up ur de •
the veneer of his observing slleiu ••
One of Cal's drama teachers o.r
said that all good acting could be
summed up in the two words, "Be
lieve it." That was the feeling that
Tom left with his audience.
But the audience was not his
alone for very long. Turning in an
other of her consistently outstand
ing performances was that very per
sonification of the theater, Elinor
Sizelove. Playing the part of the
mother of the hero, like most moth
ers Elinor knew enough to stay in
the background. That seems to b"
an inherent characteristic of moth
ers. However, THE scene of that
play that will be longest remem
bered was the dream sequence in
which Elinor, as Nell West carried
on an imaginary conversation with
her son. The too Cose parallel of
this scene with real life made the
chills fight for the top vertebrae.
"FATHER" FABEY EXCELLENT
Deserving of mention was the in
imitable characterization of the he(See "Eve of St. Mark." p. 6. col. 3V

Jfic students to see a bit of "Old
In winning the honor he so richly'
taciflc" returning, even if only for deserved, Pacific's venerable coach "Hurry-up" Yost of Michigan and
night.
outstripped his nearest rival, Frank "Pop" Warner of Carlisle, "Double
During the last spring term, Miss
• * *
Leahy, youthful Notre Dame men A" Stagg of Chicago did more for
Smith's French classes carried on a
It seems that another DeMareus tor, by some 33 votes.
football in the early part of the cen program to send as many jeeps as
fown-Paciflc Little Theatre season MB. FOOTBALL HIMSELF
tury than any other man. He built possible into the fight through sales
i under way
with a bang. The
You don't have to tell of Amos up football along the Midway, until and credits of war bonds.
resentation of the last two week Alonzo Stagg's career. Its too well the Maroons were a midwestern
The program was extremely suc
ads, of "The Eve of St. Mark," known already. The 81-year-old, power.
cessful and, many of them carrying
apparently a success, something white-haired man who still can out
And now he has done the same plaques of presentation from the
ie amiable PLT producer has more do men 30 years younger, has been, thing at Pacific. The Tigers are a
College of the Pacific, the jeeps were
ian his share of.
and is, Mr. Football himself.
power, one of the ranking powers sent for use at the various battleDr. Hildegard Waasa will be the
It was in 1889, while playing end of the Coast. Sure, he had the ma fronts.
CCKMAN A STAB
for Yale, that Mr. Stagg won his terial dumped in his lap by the Na
Recently appearing in the Stock speaker at the second meeting of
Coming out as a star, resulting first great honors in football. In vy, but there were other coast
ton Record was a publication of a the Marriage Forum on Wed., Dec.
om a smooth and subtle performthat year, along with such grid im schools that had material dumped letter of appreciation sent to Miss 22, at the S. C. A. This is an open
ice, is Tom Buckman, a Bluejacket mortals as W. W. Heffelfinger, Lee in their lap too, California and U.C.
Smith. The writer, Cpl. Benjamin question forum, and all questions
cm Reno, Nevada. With all due
McClung, and C. O. Gill from his L.A., to name two. And where did D. Brayman expressed the desire of are freely dealt with. Questions may
spect to stars Barbara Baxley and own Yale team, E. A. Poe, "Hobey" they end up?
his buddies to have Pacific stickers be submitted before the meeting.
"ed Udall, who turned in superb Baker, R. H. Channing, and George
put
and jeeps in Among
contro
1943
U3 TIUKK9
TIGERS GREATEST
uiuaiMi
p
t. on the 35 trucks ana
Among other
un«=i issues, birth
"U
i • ii.! mAAlinir
fformances, this department is in- Cowan of Princeton, and Cumnock
By his own words, this 1943 sea- thgir- unit. The unit has been named will be discussed in this meeting
rated that Buckman showed him- and Cransfield of Harvard, he made
K" is '"'"rested
Everyone
who
interested is
J
son has been his greatest. The Stagg the
pacific Tigers
and following
™
~
ilie rttciuc
xt&do "*•«
o are
'f to be a young actor of great po- Walter Camp's All America team.
interesting excerpts from the letter urged to come. The meetings
(See
A.
A.
STAGG,
page
8,
col.
4)
ntialities, and nearly walked off That was in the days of the Big
received by Miss Smith in response held at 4:30 in the afternoon.
th the show.
Three, when Princeton, Harvard,
to her having sent the stickers:
• •
and Yale dominated football.
Dear Miss Smith:
Before another issue of the Week- YOST, WARNER .AND STAGG
"Today I received that bunch of
Puts in an appearance, the men
stickers you sent me. Thanks very
"The Japanese Problem" was thr
Since then honor after honor has
This year the fellows on the Pacitioned at Pacific will have the been piled upon him. Along with
very much. You have no Idea how 8Ubject discussed by Dr. Knolcs at
flc campus will not have to contend
smories of 10 days of Christmas
the boys appreciate that. In fact a men's group at the Christian
with intricate knots in wrapping
behind them—a chance to
they all wanted to affK their signa Church in Stockton on Tuesday. On
Christmas presents. They need not
kh up on some deserved sleep
tures to this letter, but I didn't Wednesday he spoke before "The
cr burning the midnight oil over
lose their temper while cornering
think it necessary . If you wish it. It Knights of the Round Table" on the
her Highness' gift in a mass of
ysics and Math books, and then
fuel situation.
will be done in my next letter.
paper in the effort to produce a
I'ng the deck at 0600 to keep
He talked on "The Coming of
"I've been reading about that
dainfy package. The 3. C. A. and
Vslcally fit. And also a chance to
great College of the Pacific football Peace" Thursday at the Y M.C.A.
the Women's Philomathean Club, ,,
it with the folks at home, several
„
,
,.
team and I feel as proud
of it as If Friday Dr. Knoles left for Antloch
K
are going to do the
the last time before they leave
Members of Theta Alpha Phi, Na of Stockton
. _ .
.
it we
were mv Alma Mater. I used to where he spoke at the anniversary
Midshipman's school, or Parris tional Honorary Dramatic Frater wrapping! Packages will be wrap- play a bit of football in my high dinner at the Methodist Church.
uid.
nity, are busy compiling news of ped on the following afternoons:
(See JEEP, page 6, col. 2)
'CK NEXT YEAR
the current theater year for a pub Friday, Dec. 17, and the following
18 not an ISSUE, but It Is close
lication of one of the society's field Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.
HAND, SO Merry Christmas and notes. Every season various chap All wrapping will start each after
Py New Year to all. The Weekly ters of Theta Alpha Phi enter these noon at 4:00 and last until time for
he back, trying harder than accounts of their work into national dinner. Packages will be prepared
Dr. Ralph Eckert was the speaker
for mailing as well as for personal
to promote good relations be- competition.
for the second orientation meeting
December
7
marked
the
opening
delivery.
Any
men
on
campus
may
® College and Navy, In 1944
This chapter has a good chance
of the Pacific Co-op House on Dee
• •
to win the prize for the best edition bring packages. All wrapping ma of the bond booth. The sale of
terials are furnjshed by the Philo bonds and stamps on that day 9. He spoke about the psychological
redit was given once before to of the year. The prizes are: first,
effect of a co-op on It's members.
amounted to $64.75.
mathean Club.
$150; second, $100; third, $50.
(See ISSUE, page 8, col. 5)

Dr. Waasa Is Marriage
Forom Speaker

Knoles Notes

All Wrapped Up

Dramatic Fraternity
Will Publish Field
Notes

Dec. 7 Sees $64.75
Sold in Bonds

Eckert Spoke at Co-op
Orientation Meeting
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The Marines Do
1+ Again!
Pictures on Pages 2 and 3
of the Battle of Tarawa are
official United States Marine
Corps photographs w h i c h
prove that once more the Ma
rines have the situation well
in hand.

IEnsign Herb Witt
[Writes About V-7
"Dear Mr. Corson,
"I would like to take this oppor
tunity to thank you for the help
that you and Mr. Burns gave me
with the V-7 program. I know that
most of us who enlisted in the Na
val

Reserve

program

would

not

have been able to do so if it hadn t
THOROUGH JOB of destruction done by shells from U. S. destroyers is
shown here as Marines move up close to buiidings leveled by fire. Black
smoke in background is from oil dump set afire by direct hit.

By BRUCE BALES
Last week it was the women who volunteered to help the men decide
what they (the Women) wanted and needed for Christmas. But there
is another side to the story. In submitting their suggestions the women
hinted that they were at a loss as to what to give "that O. & O. (one
and only) in the service." Come to think of it, that IS a problem. There
are so many things that "he" cannot use and so many things that he
cannot have, that last Christmas, or maybe the year before, would have
been the "perfect" present, and the situation takes on a coating of com
plexity.
So you see, women are having their troubles too. In fact, it is prob
ably more important for them to know what to give the boy friend in
uniform than vice versa. For don't the experts tell us that women do
the greater part of the shopping in America and substantiate their
theory with facts? Besides, women worry more about such things any
way. A box of candy and a sentimental note hinting at financial
limi
tations, and such, will (?) always work!

(Seabees), or supply corps officers the graduates ship out. At Notre
As for myself, I was called to Notre Dame, too, I met Ensign Swaggerty
Dame on October 1, and graduated from C.O.P., one of the company
November 23 as a deck officer D-V officers there. He really made a
(S) in Communications. I am now good officer, and all the midshipbeing sent to Communications men liked him.
School at Harvard for five months
'I gue^s I had better close and
At the officers' school at Notre
hit the books. We have 10 hours of
Dame we studied Seamanship, Dam
age Control, Ordnance, Navy Tra
dition, and Compass Compensation.
There was no Navigation whatso
ever, though the course in Compass
Compensation was taught by the
Navigation Dept., the only assign
ments in this course were chapters
2 and 3 in Dutton. The "S" course
crammed into 2 months most of
what the "G's" got in 4. We had
it much tougher than they did, but
the professors thought we could
get the material faster because most

"A large, yellow moon (sigh)."—George Coats.

"Give me a date. That's all—a date!"—John Parino.
*

W^

*

"A written promise of more letters during the coming year."—Willie
Treat.

have your
christmas
get-tog e+hers
at

Z7hot&

DUSTING
POWDER

•HAVE

DuBois
-Cleaned Clothes
for
Christmas
JA Harding Way, Stockton

Friedberger's
FOR XMAS

;s>w

With that disarming logic so
characteristic of her, Monteil reasoned
that the skin on your body is the same as the

SPECIALS

Main St.

skin on your face and deserves a powder equally
fine. So she developed a dusting powder as gentle
and as cloud-soft as her face powder.
Use it lavishly after you've bathed and enjoy its

*

But here's what the servicemen, themselves, say about it. Although
they are Pacific sailors, we think that their responses are typical desires
of the uniformed man everywhere:
"My ring back!" — Robert FitzGerald.

»

waits tar hi. buddy to to,

—and a lot of the credit for the fact of us were engineer majors in co - classes a day and studying besides.
Say hello to any of my friends stil
that I am now an Ensign goes to lege. Those who graduated as sup
left at C.O.P.
ply corps officers were sent doing
the College of the Pacific.
"Gratefully yours,
temporary duty as supply corps
NOTRE DAME
"Herbert Witt"
assistants in stations throughout the
"As I am, I think, the first
V-7
country until the class in Supply
(S) to graduate as an ensign from opens at Harvard March 31, 1944
C.O.P., perhaps I can give you a
HARVARD, TOO
few hints about the "S" program as
'I ran across Karl Baldwin, En
distinguished from V-7 (G). All the
sign, here at Harvard today. He has
S's are sent to a 2-month officers'
just one more month to go to finish
school, from which they may grad
uate as deck officers, civil engineers Communications School, after which

And likewise a thoughtful girl would do well to pass by the sewing
kit and general "handy servicemen's pack" counter. Some of this is good
and makes an ideal gift, but too many of our boys in uniform are indi
viduals and must pick out their own merchandise in this line. Besides,
the Post Exchange is more economical and convenient. No! if you really
want your fighting man to think of you when he opens your cute little
package, make your gift something that is not useful—just something
that makes him remember YOU. Your columnist can think of nothing
better than (as many of the girls expressed) a smfell carrying size por
trait of You . . . Of course he has one already — or should — but a new
one (picture, not girl!) will always be welcomed. Try it and see.
»

h.

among th.

been for the C.O.P. liaison officers

So with this brief introduction, it doesn't take a genius (Are there any
at Pacific?) to guess our poll of opinion this week. But first, let us sim
plify things by giving a few limitations. Obviously, clothes are out of
the question. Thank someone for that—no more out-moded sweaters,
too large socks, or gaudy ties! The same goes for anything not com
pact or portable unless the young lady is the type who takes a longrange view on things. A note of caution: Please! please! girls, we get
enough G. I. stuff issued to us when we get in the service! You don't
need anything to remind you that you're in the Navy, or Army, or Mar
rine corps when you're sporting the Navy blue, Army khaki, or Marine
green each and every day of the year! The same goes for insignias. If
the imiform isn't enough to let the world know that we are no longer
civilians an anchored ring or watch band won't help. We see this stuff
every day. As one fellow who puts all of our thoughts into the correct
words stated, "Give us something to remind us of the past and pleasant
memories and of the future and fondest hopes." In short, we want some
thing with that definite "civilian" touch. If it is a wallet or jewelry,
forget the G. I. inscription or insignia.

•

THEY MEAN

Talaphona 6-631*

Get Your
Christmas
Goodies
at

Orsi's

subtle scent the whole day through.
Shell Pink in Lilac anil Jasmine

TheWonder

3.00
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Sgt. Herman Sapiro stationed at
the AAF radio production unit at
Santa Ana, was heard as the pian
ist on a Thanksgiving Day program.
He plays four times a week with
the production unit's Swing-Wing
program.
Cadet Jim Pinkerton has complet
ed the basic flying training course
and has been graduated from the
Marama Army Air Field School in
Tuscon, Arizona.
Having completed his initial pilot
training at Santa Ana and basic
training at Ontario ,Lt. Donald Crete
By Bob Bolton and John McCall recently received his wings and com
mission as a second lieutenant at
The history of the Marines is a
Douglas Field, Arizona. He will now
long and glorious one. History
take further tactical training to per
shows us that there were Marines
fect him for combat duty.
in the days of the Greeks and Ro
mans, who distinguished themselves
Dean O'Conner was recently pro
at the battles of Salamis and
moted to the rank of Staff Ser
against the Carthagenians in the
geant in the U. S. Marine Corps.
Punic Wars. The Vikings were all
Having received his basic training
soldiers of the sea and set the way
at San Diego in January 1942, he
for the modern day marine. The
first British Marines came into be was then sent to Navy Pier, Chicago
ing in 1664 and were known as the 111., where he specialized in engine
Duke of York's Regiment of Foot overhauling. His other stations of
and were recruited from among the d u t y w e r e H a r t f o r d C o n n . , a n d
Cherry Point, North Carolina. While
citizens of London.
at Hartford, he was stationed at the
To these British Marines goes the Pratt-Whitney aviation factory.
credit of capturing and holding Gib
raltar during a four-year siege dur
Captain Fred Morris, Jr., wearer
ing the War of Spanish Succession.
of eight Oak Leaf Clusters on his
It was Lord Horatio Nelson who
Army Air Medal and having a rec
first placed Marines aboard ships of
ord of 40 bombing missions over
the line as gunners in 1803 because
Africa, Sardinia, Sicily and Italy is
of the failure of Royal Artillerymen
home on a short furlough.
to aim and fire the guns with accur
Capt. Morris was pilot of a Mar
acy. The victories of Trafalgar, the
tin B-26 Marauder in the North
Nile and Copenhagen were largely
African war zone for the past 14
realized through the efforts of the
months. In one of the first bom
Royal Leathernecks. I wonder how
bardment squadrons to operate
many sailors knew that their three
from North Africa, Capt. Morris
white lines on their collars were
was flight commander with the 12th
made possible by gyrenes?
Army Air Force under Major Gen
RESPONSIBLE FOR NAVY
eral Jimmie Doolittle.
UNIFORMS
He entered the Army Air Forces
Fate was indeed cruel to the orig in January, 1942, was graduated
inator of placing marines on board from Stockton Field six months lat
ship for Nelson met his death at the er and was assigned to overseas
hands of a French Marine at the duty shortly thereafter.
battle of Trafalgar. So then the
Cadet Midshipman Milo Workman
black scarf worn by sailors of the
British and U. S. fleets to commem is at San Pedro attached to a ship,
orate Nelson was all the work of and after eight months' sea service
will be sent to Sheephead Bay, Ne.w
an enterprising marine fighting
under the Tri-color. It might be York, for a course which will earn
well in passing to remark that had for him a commission as an ensign
it not been for Marines, the Navy in the Merchant Marine.
would have a pretty dull uniform to
gaze upon.
Irving Sprague is now attending
During World War I the British Indiana University in an Army spe
cialized training program in Bloofn(See Semper Fidelis, page 4, col. 5) ington, Indiana.
,

Semper Fidelis

(ARROW ESCAPE—The Marine standing over the
iack howitzer wears a helmet with two holes in it.
1 bullet entered the side and left In front, while the

Marine was wearing the headpiece. The smoke is
caused by the powder from the howitzer and by sand
and coral kicked up by projectiles from Jap guns.

Showmen Instruct Soldiers
n Art of Overseas "Shows"
ddy, Landis, Jessel, Francis
Westmore Among Instructors
As a step in furnishing "homeiade" shows for soldiers over-seas,
group of 350 enlisted men were
iven an intensive three-day course
n theatrical and musical organizaion December 9, 10, and 11, at the
J.S. Army Recreation Camp at San. Monica, California.
Practical instructions in methods
if implementing and improving Arny camp programs were given by
eaders among song writers, comlosers, dramatic and music direct
ors, dance directors, magicians, ra
tio and stage humorists, and writts. Soldiers to attend were chosen
rom the Army Service Forces, Arny Ground Forces, and Army Air
orces on the basis of outstanding
raining, ability and experience.
The conference was climaxed by
dinner by the Masquers Club of
lollywood at which Nelson Eddy
leas host. The conference is the first
mch event in the Ninth Service
Command.
Among those listed to appear as
nstructors during the conference
ere: George Jessel, Bert Kalmar,
2d Lowry, Stewart Wilson, Harold
damson, Jimmie McHugh, Dr.
lalph Lyman, William Gaxton,

l,JK

S.C.A. Carol Sing To
Be Held Dec. 22
The carol sing to be held at the
S.C.A. on the evening of December
22, from 7:30 to 9:30, is open to
everyone. Refreshments will be
served, and there will be a Christ
mas tree. The program, and all
other activities, will be in charge of
the social chairman, Beverly Goodale.
It should be understood by all
that this is a group singing, and
everyone who likes carols are heart
ily welcomed. The singing will be
led by Mrs. Harbert of the Conserv
atory faculty.
Perc Westmore, Dannie Dare, Le
Roy Prinz, Prof. Ralph Freud, Phil
Silvers, Ed Garr, Master Sergeant
Skinny Ennis, James Burke, Carole
Landis, Kay Francis, Mitzi Mayfair,
the Delta'Rhythm Boys, Barry Trivers, Forman Brown, Harry Burnett,
Sergeant Peter Potter, Major True
Boardman, Private First Class Bill
Morrow, Staff Sergeant Tom
Wright.

FOR AIRPORT—Marines leave the beachhead to storm the
This photo, taken from the water's edge, shows the small beach
which the Marines had to operate under withering Are.

,rt.

Foote

(Continued from page 1)
favorably with the way the United
States handled the Philippines. We
decisively whipped illiteracy there
in less than 50 years.
Another point on which England
might be condemned is that the
famine now raging in India might
have been avoided. Although it
could be seen that crops were bad
and a food shortage was bound to
appear, England made no provisions
to prevent it. The result is that ap
proximately 100,000 die each week
from starvation. While the issue of
"Pakistan" was in the discussion
kettle, Dr. Foote explained how it
had been instrumental in Britain's
plan of keeping India.
Pakistan is a plan for all of In
dia to be divided and set up in dif
ferent states, generally Moslem.
This whole idea has been promoted
cleverly behind the scenes by Eng
land in opposition to the Indian
Congress, merely to jusify Britain's
declartaions that India really is di
vided; therefore she isn't ready to
become free.
The forum ended with Dr. Foote's
positive statement that after every
thing, India will, in some manner,
obtain her complete freedom.

UILIIVFJ JL IlXt X

rXM+JCT—1>»M« I«WJ

<u« V«V wwu

— —

i they reached the beach and crawl ahead on their
Dmachs so thev will be smaller targets for the wait-

the
spot from which Japs are firing. His squad crawled
ahead and eliminated the enemy strong point.
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The Old Man Is
Really Grand

Benaal

By FLO STRAND

SPORTS PARADE
By FRANK HOIJIKS

FRANK HOLMES, Editor

Adding up all the (actors In the 1943 College of Pacific football
campaign I can safely say that it will go down in the annals of
time as the greatest year from every standpoint that could be taken
into consideration. Never before has this school received the pub
licity that this football season has brought. It has been nationwide
and even extends to our fighting men overseas. They have heard
of Amos Alonzo Stagg, the "Grand Old Man of Football" In every
hamlet from coast to coast. His highly publicized Tiger eleven has
been one of the top notch grid teams of the year. This is a great
tribute to the men that played on that team, to the man who
coached that team, and to the school that backed the team.

Tigers Whitewashed by
Flyers on Wet Field 19-0
D.. FRANK
ft? .4 VL HOLMES
UrtT MFS
By

Sportswriters, who are supposed to be in the know about such
things, say that Pacific was beaten decisively by March Field in Los
Angeles last Saturday. The Tigers were even compared to a prep
team, in their 19 to 0 losing battle to the Flyers. Pacific was decis
ively beaten, but the team DID NOT play like a bunch of high school
kids.
In view of the fact that the Rose Bowl hosts, Southern California,

It is quite obvious, after spend
an interesting half-hour with
amazing Amos Alonzo Stagg, to
why his name is endeared, not o
in the memory of certain sports
thusiasts, but in the minds a
hearts of all whose lives he has
fected, even the slightest bit )
manner and disposition Sf
'thoughtfulness" and his speech
dicates sincerity.
DAYS GONE BY
College days for our coach w,
very different from t h e on
through which he is now instrn
ing. While we busy ourselves
(See Grand Old Man, page 5 col

were drubbed by the Fourth
Force by five touchdowns, it seems
evident that Coach Stagg's boys
more or less proved their point,
even while losing—that they are the
West's best collegiate team.
By AL MELCER
THINGS GO BAD
Tonight on the College of the Pacific campus, Chris Kjeldsei
Things went bad from the start undefeated Tigers go up for their first acid test of the season, wh
for the Tigers. The squad encoun they meet the high scoring St. Mary's Pre-Flight Airdevils. The t
tered transportation difficulties, ar off is at 8:15.
riving in Los Angeles five hours
At the present writing they are faced with the possibility
late. Then, weather conditions were losing their pivot man, Rich O'Keefe, who has been confined to t]
so bad down South that March infirmary with a bad cold. This would leave the Tiger offense sad
Field tried twice to call off the
crippled, for they depend on
game, but because of Naval regula plays to score from the four yard
slender ex-Bronco to initiate all
tions, Mr. Stagg was unable to com line? They could not penetrate our
their slow breaking plays.
ply with their wish. The game line so they threw out mass inter
BROWN, WOLFE READY
which should have drawn the rec ference and threw a screen pass.
D. K. Brown, Andy Wolfe, Chi
ord crowd of the season, was held WHY NO MORE PASSES?
ley Cooke, Johnny McCann, Fh
down to a 7,000 attendance because
Why C.O.P., with their running
well and Fennelly, and Norm W(
of the Inclement weather conditions. plays stopped at the line of scrim
(fresh from the grid squad) will i
Wet and sultry conditions, such mage during the entire first quarter, undoubtedly be ready for their b<
as existed in Los Angeles last week did not throw more passes, is a effort thus far.
end, never show up the true mystery. Perhaps it was because of
The bright spot of this weel
strength of a football team. Some the wetness of the ball, or because
workout has been Norm West's s
teams play equally well in mud, Presto Podesto was not there. At
pearance. He Is a top flight casal
rain, or sunshine, while others find any rate, March Field's pass defense
artist and the way men are beii
themselves extremely handicapped was far worse than the Tigers' and
lost, his value to the squad cann
C.O.P. should have thrown the ball
by these same conditions.
be underestimated.
around regardless.
FLYERS HEAVIER
Against McClelland Field Tue
In the second quarter, however
March Field outweighed their
day evening the squad looked rai
they did start passing and should
TEAM S CHOICE
Pacific opponents by a good mar
ged. They were perhaps a litt
have scored, tying the game at halfgin,
making
it
hard
for
the
smaller
stale from lack of first class con
11 has been customary at the end of such seasons to single out
time.
However,
Pacific
ends
were
one man on the team who in the minds of the players is the most Pacific linemen, still the best on the having a bad day and could not petition. However, tonight shoul
deserving of their choice for captain. This man has to meet certain Coast on a dry field, to move their handle the passes that were thrown force them to reach some sort of
peak and display much more polis
qualifications. He has to be a good football player. He should be , larger opponents. And on the slip to them.
pery field, the lighter
lighter Tiger
Tiger backs
backs
and class.
one who is outstanding both on the field and off. These qualifications P6ry
Again
in
the
third
quarter
March
Last weekend's contests failed t
are of high caliber and it seems that there would be difficulty in h&d "Ule chance to ^ecute very Field scored and C.O.P. still stayed
making a selection. However this was not the case Monday after- rT °f the'r tricky 8tUff'
on the ground. In the fourth quar extend them any, San Jose Stat
noon in the C.O.P. Fieldhouse when the choice was made By overMcCaffrey didn't play his ter Pacific began passing but still and Stevens Cruisers not being abl
whelming odds Art McCaffray, Pacific's All American tackle re USU&1 gFeat game' but he played ^ the receivers were having a bad day to cope with the more experience
ceived the honor. McCaffray has been named on the outstanding 1°"™
expected under the and dropped some very valuable Pacific five.
All American selections throughout the country. Running true to condit ons' Prevai»n& conditions passes that were labeled for touch LUISETTI WONT PLAY
Hank Luisetti probably will nol
form, as the "great guy" he is. he feels most highly pleased with Tn a lmpo8sibIe for hlm to uke downs.
this honor his teammates have bestowed upon him
advantage of his tremendous INDIAN JACOBS PASSES
take to the floor, as his recent Hi
Wh'Ch make'S him
Contrary to former opinions and impressions created by this fiY Y"?
In the fourth quarter Indian Jack ness has left him shy on strength
n
an
the natlon'
paper and others as well, Art McCaffray will play in the East-West w
(" ™
Jacobs threw a beautiful pass into Even this factor does not cut tJ*
Shrine Game New Year's Day in Kezar Stadium. Recently "Babe" f^ Y
Y found the plck' the end zone for six points. It is size of the Pre-Fiighters down I*
A n
interesting to note that whjle March low par, for they have many othn
fJ
Field was strong on the ground and cagers with college basketball '
VEItlJTTI MISSING
perience
behind
them,
including
I*
the Tigers weak, the Flyers threw
Dale Gentry, former All America'
The game started in a queer man more passes.
from Washington State College.
ner. The two teams line up for the
That is hard to believe, but it is
By BOB KLINGER
kickoff, and the whistle was aUbut
So, all in all, the question of wW"
true. March Field was strong in re
(See AIR DEVILS, p. 6, col. 3)
to
be
blown,
when
it
was
discov
Barracks A-2 won the football intramural championship last Monday
serves, another factor which did
afternoon. w„t„, tab
c. 7 to 0. Johnny
,Mk , b„u„. ered that "Count" Verutti was not
not help Pacific's case. Ensign Pres
present and the proceedings were
ton Johnston played a good game,
held up. Hugh Lacey was sent into
considering
he was out for football
(Continued from page 3)
A-2 went through the season with only one loss marring an otherwise I ?! Eam6 a"d Started for Vorutti for only a short time. His rifle-like
qUlte
We
having
an
avcra
e
perfect season. Barracks C. in placing second, suffered but two losses I ?
"'
B punt which caught Jacobs flat-foot Marine earned for himself undyi
fame in Flanders during the
during the season
of 5 yards per carry for 2 tries.
ed was his outstanding achievement treat from Mons in 1914 and at G
•
•
•
The Tigers kicked to March Field, of the day. It traveled 71 yards.
lipoli and on board ship during t
down and
FrV afternoon was won by Frank after making one first
rJZrTZT"™ held
It is hard to find the cause of C. battle of Jutland where three ^
that
was
where
C.O.P.
began
to
re
a
Barrnck" B He came »>-*<*">« in from the two-mile
O P.'s inability to score. It was no
ntn to
excellent time of 11 mlnu,e. and 22 seconds Following closely treat. March Field tried the center ticeable, however, that the reckless rines earned Victoria Crosses '
bravery in gun turrets as gun es
of the line, but found the going too
spirit that had been with the club
seconds^ Earl Blehn was third. In 11 minutes and 59 seconds while tough. If they had tried the center in their previous games was gone. tains. Admiral Sir Roger Keyes, (
founder of the now famous C°'
of the line all day they wouldn't
Bruce Bales. Stan Wright, and Bill Pinkey followed ln that order.
Perhaps It was caused by the rig mandos picked Marines to join »
have made much yardage.
ors of the trip or the weather, prob Royal Navy in a raid on the G<
Here is what decided the issue of
P
"T W"k f°r ,he *t~n.ural Basketball League
whY
ably the main cause was the unus man U-boat base at Zebrugge
the
game,
however.
All
season
the
which started Wednesday, follows: Friday. December 17-Town vs D;
ually long season, which left quite a 1916, which was a raid very niu<
Wednesday. December 22 -A-2 vs. A-l and C vs Town
Tiger ends were our weakest posi
few of the fellows battered and like the Dieppe raid of this war. 1
GAMES EACH WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY
I tions. Fourth aw
Air x-orce
Force must have
nave
bruised when they went into their the British Marine goes the singuh
The league gamce will be played each Wednesday and Fridav after spotted thla' for they immediately last game.
r
honor of being one of the thi1
noons, commencing at 1630
,
set to work on those long end runs
At any rate, the Tigers still had regiments allowed to march,in L°
which were the cause of the 19 to 0
a good football team when they
don with fixed bayonets.
DeFrulter' the back who went
Following U the final standing, of the Intramural Football Leaime
went into the March Field game.
ljCafrue
b
Team
Although the average Anierir*
.
. "
>; our ends like they were standing
Won
Lost
Pet.
March Field was lucky that they has heard little or nothing of Bri
A*
|
still,
could
be
called
the
Flyers
5
1
ASS
were not scored upon. They de aln's Corps of Marines they shod
C ...
most dangerous back
.667
served
to win, and they were the
B ...
realize that they are a great fit'
It was DeFrulter on naked re
better ball club. On a dry day C.O.
.600
A-I .
verses who first put March Field
ing body, but they still have a —
P. may have been beaten by a big
.100
I)
in C.O.P. territory. Here is an in
way to go to equal the U. S. Mlarti
.40(1
teresting part of the game. The Ti ger score, but they also might have as a combat group.
Town
.000
gers were supposed to be weak; put up a better show and maybe
March Field would have had a close ments of a football game, have
why did it take March Field four
call. Weather, and all the other ele- tremendous effect when the cbi
are down.

Tigers - Airdevils in Gym
Tonight at 8:15; No Hank

•ssstzi- -

»

-

—

I

zszzar * " - -

On the Intramural Front

Semper Fidelis

^.TTmT SUn J0hn,,On wh° w" t,med ln 11 mlnute«. 36
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After the game the most soughtafter person in the stadium was Mr.
Stagg. Coming across the field
to congratulate Major Schissler,
Fourth Air Force coach, he was
swamped with autograph seekers
numbering in the hundred, and
needed an escort to get to the dress
ing rooms.

By CARROLL DOTY
Jottings from the March Field
game: The playing field wasn't the
3nly

Place the Tigers had troubleout via Santa Fe, they
•eached Bakersfield, only to find the
bus route to Los Angeles washed
jut. After a couple of hours of anxthe
ous waiting in Bakersfield,
earn hopped the S. P., minus reser
vations, and continued to L. A., ar
riving in there at 11 p.m.—just 12
30urs after starting.
Southern Pacific passengers were
amazed when Amos Alonzo Stagg
ind his Tigers got on at Bakersfield
Train 52 for a while was in some
what of a confusion of awe and
amazement as the word passed that
football's grand old m a n w a s
board.
The crowd at the game was disippointing. Some estimates ran as
iigh as 7,500, but there weren't
more than 5,000 there in reality.
However, all isn't as dark as would
indicate. A terrific advanced ticket
iale insured a financial
success of
he game, even though there were
>ut a handful there to watch it.
Starting

Charles A.
Haas
Jewelers
Specialize
in

Even March Field players were
awed by the person of Mr. Stagg.
One lineman came up to him after
the game and asked for his signa
ture on a scroll. After Mr. Stagg
had signed, the Flyer said: "This is
the proudest moment of my life, Mr,
Stagg. I've played a lot of football,
and always wanted to meet you. I'll
never forget It." Sweetest playof the
entire game was the screen pass
that gave the victors their first
score, early in the game. Nelson
faded on fourth down to his twenty,
tossing to Sal Rosato on the five,
behind a four-man screen of Messmer, Stenn, Miller, and DeFrancisco, who cleared the way for the
220-pound fullback to run into the
end zone unmolested.

»

« '*

Along Intramural row, Barracks
A-2 cleaned up on the football
league, clinching the title with a
7 to 0 win over Barracks C early
this week. It marked the first time
since the V-12ers arrived at Paci
fic that Barracks A-l hasn't been
in the driver's seat all the way.
ALL IN FAMILY
But, A-2 kept it in the Sailor fam
ily in their "feud" with the Marines.
Probably one of the outstanding
backs of the league all season has
been A-2's Johnny Par too. The fast
little Bluejacket did all of the
new title holders' passing, most of
The one seeming bright spot of
the running and kicking, and was
the afternoon for Pacific was the
playing of Fred Klemenok. Passin' the team leader to boot. Quite a
boy!!!
Freddie tossed the wet ball around
with amazing accuracy. In the sec
ond half he was all Pacific had to
offer in the way of offense. Ensign
(Continued from page 4)
Presto Johnson lived up to his ad
campus
life on C.O.P. grounds, our
vanced notices, getting away a 71yard kick that got Pacific out of a coach reminisces upon his palmier
bad hole in the third period. The days at Yale with an air of compar
punt sailed far over safety man ison. In these days, 1884 to be exact,
Jack Jacobs' head, and Lueder tack such courses as Latin, Greek, math
led the Indian the minute he daced ematics, and English were require
back to field it. And so another ments and it was not until a stu
dent's last year that he could choose
football season ends.
his own courses. In those co-edu
*
•
»
Tonight in the gym the greatest cation days when football was in its
basketball artist of all time puts in infancy, Walter Camp organized the
his initial 1943-1944 appearance on first All-American team of which
the cage court. That's right, Hank Coach Stagg held position as an
Luisetti, former Stanford and Olym- end.
TOP SPORTSTER
During college, although football,
baseball, and track were among his
Do Your Last-Minute
major interests, he desired most to
become a minister. After several
XMAS SHOPPING
experiences at public speaking,
at
Stagg decided he could not clarify
his point as capably as a preacher
should, so he became Physical di
rector of the Y.M.C.A. From then
on it was a steady cilmb upward on
the sport ladder. As he was proceed
ing and progressing, the light-

Grand Old Man

haired athlete was unaware of the
fact that someday he would be
warmly referred to as the "grand
old man of football" and that a
sporting nation would classify him
as the "coach of the year 1943."
When asked what his favorite pep
talk was, Coach just smiled and
came back with the reply, "I have
no custom of trying to cheer the
boys up before a game. They know
their business, they realize their fel
low team members and their coach
will work with them. There is no
need for a "spiriting up" because
the fellas are driving for the same
goal with all their strength and wit
—their aim being to play a fast,
clean, good game and win if possi
ble.
PIGSKIN WILL STAY
When authorities talked of aban
doning football during war time,
Stagg did not worry as to the out
come of this game because he knew
that an activity that exercised the
body and mind and morals as did
football would never be eliminated
from the world's sports calendar, if
even for a short time. While there
are still men around who can quali
fy for participation in such a fas
cinating and constructive game,
football lives on.
"A good football player must have
strong body coordination, sturdy
physical make-up, lots of grit to
take it, and plenty of iron to stand
up under what he has taken," is
Stagg's opinion of a real player.
From the many bronze plaques and
gold trophies ornamenting his home
mantel and from his past record of
41 years of football, 32 years of
track, and 20 years of baseball, Mr.
Stagg is a shining example of a
true athlete.
Most coaches have a favorite hob
by but ours devotes all his spare
time to letter writing. A large,
green, carved leather box is filled
with unanswered correspondence

'Situation in Hand'
With Aid of Navy
The Marines have landed and
have the situation well in hand
near a place called the Physics De
partment.
Colonel Richard O'Keefe has his
men under control, but he has yet
to prove his point with Mr. Burbank. Kalajian, Donahoe, and sev
eral others are still in disagreement.
PROBLEM
Klinger, a sailor, brought up rein
forcements and worked a problem
with a pencil, paper, and what have
you. Mr. Clark, the Instructor, used
a slide rule, and Klinger was the
man who arrived at the correct so
lution to the problem. He now is
twenty-five cents richer and prob
ably will pay income tax next year.
Klinger says: "Look what hap
pened to "Wrong - Way - Corrigan"
(See Situation at Hand, p. 7, coL 2)
from former students, personal
friends and casual acquaintances.
Stagg attempts to keep in touch
with all the boys he has coached.
Many of them are in the service and
he feels it a privilege to write to
them while they fight for us.
It was unnecessary to ask Coach
Stagg what part his wife played in
his career because one needs only
to observe her genial, unselfish man
ner to realize she is a great part of
his life.
Stagg coaches just like other in
structors except that he is more in
clined to ask the boys rather than
tell them. His tactics and tempera
ment do not differ from other lead
ers but his philosophy does. If the
boys have learned and applied them
selves as best they could, then he
is satisfied. If a player is told mere
ly that he did all right, then that
boy must realize that he played a
great game.

Rose
Pharmacy
Pacific Avenue

Christmas

Xmas

Gifts
That

Greetings

Please

BILL LUNT

from

UNION OIL

PRODUCTS

425 E. Main

On Pacific Avenue

Grsnt at

pic Club performer, and now an ath
letic officer at St. Mary's Pre-Flight
school.
HANK AND DALE
Teaming with Dale Gentry, form
er Washington State football and
cage star, Hank leads the Airdevils
into Stockton to give Chris Kjeldsen's unbeaten Bengals their first
real taste of high-class court work.
If the Tigers remain unbeaten af
ter tonight, they can lay claim to
fame.

Weber Ave.

Dial S-O220

Merry Xmas
from

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific

ICE
SKATING

EVERY
Afternoon .
2:30-5:00
Evening
. 7:30-10:30

STOCKTON

ICE RINK
West Weber at Lincoln

ARROW TIES
They click with any and
all men! Patterns are
right. Colors snbdned or
bright. Resist wrinkles.
Wear longer. Get him two

Headquarters
For Navy and

or three.

Marine Men

Only $1 and $1.50

Refreshments
on the
campus
j*

yaUcutd 9oe & tf-uel Go-.

C MM I S TM A S
Me 11-MS infjers 1

^Ite GuL

ARROW 'KERCHIEFS
They come in patterns that har
monize with Arrow ties and
shirts. Also initialed or plain
whites. Take your pick from
our wide assortment.

25c and up

send their

Operated by
Associated Women's

Christmas Greetings

Employing Stodeet Help
YOU
EVERYBODY"

Bravo and

I
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Soldier's Mother

Fashion's Favorite
of Epsilon fame.
Coming up fast—At the time this
verbage was written only 235 hours
remain till Christmas leave!
Finale — "He who laughs last is
trying to think of a dirty meaning."
—G. Malquist.

Fox California
"Best Foot Forward"
Now Showing

Vest Wishes for

and

Hie "Bcw ^ear

Stoclc+on Ice and Fuel Co
San Joaquin Brick Co.
33 South El Dorado Street

Stockton. DalM

For the Gay Holidays you'll
be most Charming in a "Gay
Gibson" dress with sparkling
sequin trim. We feature
bright colors and smooth
black for plenty of glamor i

Novelty neckline
Ml

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

King
Jewelers
OFFERS
YOU THE
FINEST IN
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Ave

Fitted basque
IN

Sequin flowers
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"Winter Formal" Acclaimed
Success Bv All Who Attend

pacific
Maneuvers
This year on the campus we find
great many discussions going on
the classes between the profs and
he students. Maybe it's the mili
ary influence and maybe it's just
we're not sleepy any more
differences of
Lnyway we do find
pinion in classes an everyday afair now.
For instance, we have Dr. Werner
rying to explain how Henry VIII
legally to so
0uid get married
nany women to a former St. Mary's
tudent. The less said the better in
his case.
Then we have Dr. McCall telling
[ill McGuvren that breathing exerises are not necessary, in fact are
waste of time. Bill being a nice
id says nothing but mumbles audily in his beard. Ditto for Elinor
lizelove who also advocates that
nuscles can help you speak, also!
Have you noticed all the old
tudes that are returning like homg pigeons to ye olde campuss this
oliday season? For instance, there
Jackie Judge of "Take It Easy"
e who is still trying to convince
e kids at Northwestern that the
,wns are really like velvet in the
ummer and when they flood them
ou can wade in the water, and the
amellias really do fall in the water
nd float
around like tiny vivid
oats on a shining sea. Oh, well,
ackie, the Easterners are not the
nly ones who are not susceptible
the beauties of Pacific. We have
lem in California, too.
Over in sorority circle we notice
hat many Marines pass in and out
Epsilon. Well, you might say they
ave been doing that for ages. But,
ave you noticed the increasing
umbers that are asking" for one
arcella Dobrasin? This question
eeps burning in our minds, "Does
bsence make the heart grow fon:r or wander?"
lone Angwin is always late for
ir 9:50 class every Monday, Wed
esday, and Friday. Couldn't underand it until I realized that the
ailman doesn't come until ten. I
less those picture postcards that
ob Monogan sends from various
rts of the country in his wandergs must be pretty darn good,
ilorful anyway, huh?
For those of you who attended
e opening night of "Eve of St
ark" you know the play was won
derful. Perhaps one reason why it
3|Us so good, female members of the
®st tell me, were the two glamour
ys, Buckman and Oliver. I'm
rry, Tom, I know that you don't
:e publicity, but can't help it. It
ems you charm all the menbers of
e opposite sex cause look at your
e, the effect of a spider bite you
? Well everyone knows the femspider is much more poisonous
ln the male, and that job on your
you gotta admit is a pretty good

Last Saturday, Pacific's second "Winter Formal" was held in the
Civic Auditorium and was voted a success by all Navy, Marine and col
lege students in attendance.
The decorative theme was •'Christmas," and around the floor were
silver trees illumined with floodlights
of various colors. Silver stars
decorated the stage where Tom Cas
tle and his orchestra furnished the
music.
Patrons and patronesses were:
Dean and Mrs. Elliott, Prof, and
Mrs. Edwafd F. Betz, Dean and
War has again reared its ugly head in the abolition of one of
Mrs. James Corson.
Pacific sororities' time-honored traditions, that of presenting the
THE COMMITTEES
fail's new pledges to the public.
Elvera Giorgi, vice-president and
The public seems to have dwindled, since the former fraterni
social chairman of the Student As
ties which fined their members for not attending the teas, made
sociation appointed Frankie Crozier
up a good deal of the admiring line which passed the newly ac
as General Chairman, and her com
quired members-to-be. It was not supposed that many members
mittees included the following: Dec
of the V-12 unit stationed on campus would be able to spare time
orations, Alta McClintock (chair
for the functions.
man), Carol Rothenbush, Susie Giguiere, Paula Judge and Betty HoIt was the decision of Panhellenic, therefore, to abolish the
gan; Music, Betty Holt (chairman),
presentation teas, and, in their place, plan a future function at
Jean Lasher and Virginia Jensen;
which all the pledges of Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Alpha Theta Tau,
Bids, Mildred Eachus (chairman),
and Tau Kappa Kappa will be present.
Gerry Kerr and Wilma Myers; Pa

Zetagathean Club
Plans Xmas Party

War Abolishes Traditional
Presentation Teas

The Zetagathean Club, an offcampus organization, is planning a
Christmas party to be held at the
home of the Knoles family on De
cember 17, from 7:30 to 10:00. Mary
Yelland is in charge of the program,
aided by Wally Blaney on the en
tertainment committee.
A cordial invitation is extended
to everyone to come, especially
those who are interested in joining
the club. It is an open member or
ganization, and all new members
are welcomed. This is the first social
activity of the year for the club,
and everyone is looking forward to
a very pleasant evening.
The club has had three meetings
so far, and these officers have been
elected: president, Betty Vietz; vicepresident, Lorraine Campbell; sec
Tau Kappa Kappa's traditional
retary, Mary Alice Yelland; treas
urer, Rachael Wright; historian, dance, "The Night Before Christ
mas", in honor of their new pledges,
Walley Blaney.
was held Saturday, December 11,
from 8:30 until 12 o'clock.
The girls welcomed their escorts
(Continued from page 5)
in the hallway where a decorated
when he used a slide rule."
Christmas Tree held the place of
The battle is still raging and most honor. "Stockings were hung by the
likely will be the cause of the Third chimney with care. . . ", and later
World War.
in the evening small gifts were dis
NEW RECORD SET:
tributed.
Bill McDuffie, a resident of Bar
Grace Dickman was General
racks C had a little trouble several Chairman, and her committees were
nights ago. It seems it took him one as follows: Decorations, Betty Jean
hour and fifteen minutes to get in Hall (chairman), Ava June Colliver,
his sack (bed). What was the mat Alta McClintock; Food, Frances Croter, Bill?
zier (chairman), Jerry Kerr, Ruth

Tee Kay Honors
New Pledges

Situation at Hand

trons, Pearl Steiner, Kae Bee and

Pi Kappa Epsilon
Is thejvlame
"Pi Kappa Epsilon" translated in
to English means "out of city girls."
This is the name selected by the offcampus women for their organiza
tion.
At the last meeting, officers were
nominated and those elected were:
Shirley Reid, president; Esther Har
low, vice president; Marilyn Waygonnet, secretary-treasurer; Paul
ine Robinson, corresponding secre
tary. Mrs. M. E. Jones, secretary to
Dean Watson, has been chosen as
advisor.

Pat Corwin; Clean-up, Ruth Wellemeyer, Becky Roset and Sally Silbaugh.

Lament of the
"Town" Girl
Alas poor I, cuz I'm just me—
A sad "town" girl, that's all at sea,
The boys I know have gone away,
And dates are missing night and

day,

Sailors and the "dorm" girls stand
Around the campus, hand in hand,
The Marines are out for different
game,
Sorority girls are in their aim.
Gibbs; Bids, Claire Wilkins (chair But how about the sad "town" girl—
man), Viola Nale, Laurie Marshall, Won't someone please give me a
whirl?
—Anonymous
Betty Herrick.

Lovely Christmas Gifts
With Wearable Returns

$•750 $Ar00
I to fcV

Cotton and silk
quilts

Chenille and
Corduroy

$050 $099

I

HOUSE COATS
Chintz, Cotton, Taffeta, Aralac,
Brocaded Satin, Pastel shades .

(Continued from page 4)
or not the Tigers will be too
on manpower looks to be the
'ding factor. They do need O'efe to spark their offiense. If he
's to play, then Andy Wolfe and
K Brown will share the burden
offense.

Long and short sleeve.
Good fall shades

H2

$25°°

JACKETS

SLACK SUITS
lirdevil

$2"

$799

$22"

Checks and plain colored. Blazers
and man-tailored

$7 9 9

!r

3rt

EEDY TIGERS
hese two boys can shoot with a
better than average percentage,
' along with the remainder of the
edy
outfit that Coach Chris
!'dsen has assembled, promise to
e the Airdevils a time of
it.
"te, a former California frosh
'oboldt State have teamed with
b point star, and Brown from
6efe in each game thus far to
"g home the bacon.
'th or without the flashy Richthe Tigers promise to make a
ne of it.

SKIRTS

SLACKS
Strutter, Gabardine
and wool

$ A99

0

$4 A95
to

IU

Strutter cloth; gabardine
and all wool

$099

$099

$ "|0"
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could go on teaching "his boj

Stagg
game of football.
Reminiscings A. A.
(Continued from page 1)
The grid sport isn't Mr. g
only love, however. Back in h
Tigers
of
Johnny
Podesto,
Art
McOf John Snook Caffray, John Ceccarelli, Bay Ahl- legiate days at Yale, he was
a

By Don Westover

er of no little ability. After ;
strom, etc., have been his finest
Guadalcanal, August 7. I was in best back and linemen. When you ating from the New Haven
charge of a working party unload stop to think just how long a time tution, he turned down six
ing grenades and fuses from a team; Podesto and McCaifray his league offers to stay with f0,
transport liner anchored a short dis 54 years is, and how many players But there isn't a doubt in an.
tance from a beach on Guadalcanal. Mr. Stagg has coached in that time, mind that Mr. Stagg would
Suddenly, an air-raid "condition you realize the magnitude of state been just as great a man wit
Cbsocicfed Cbfle6icte FVotj
horsehide as he is with the pjj
red" sounded at eight p.m., while ments like that.
the boys were waiting for the higBIGHT
EN STEEDE
His
story
has
been
football's
story
Associate Editor
Carroll Doty
gins' boats to bring them back to of the year. Columnists the nation
To
my
mind, "Double A" <
Make-up
Joe Williamson
on the
The Nips
Nips over, from San Francisco to New summed his situation up very
* _Editor
**-—— my station
station on
tne beach.
oeacn. xne
News ——
Editor
Nancy i\uiooi
Kaiser came over mgii
high with
few itjlilMifc- York, have written flowery words
liuiicj'
wim a lew
quately in Los Angeles last \
Sports Editor
Frank Holmes subishis-96's escorted by Zeros, one about the man. After his team's re end. It was after the final gm
Society Editor
Elaine Peterson uttle devU 111 1111
torpedo markable defeat of Del Monte Pre- sounded and his Tigers had
' bomber sneaked out to sea and
and Flight, Time Magazine threw out a
/•nun™,/..™
_
whitewashed by March Field,
10
Doty' Bruce Bales' Bob Bolton' came in low through the clouds.
T h M^ P \ ^
lner'
John McCctll, Frank Holmes, Frances Crozier, Eleanor Sizelove, Nancy Kai- ms timlllff was perfect> he broke spread on the Navyators, and in pie were milling around him baer, Barbara Baxley,
x*.
. ,,
, , ,
,,
, , serted a story on Stagg instead. And hundreds, clamoring for autogr
1 Flo Strand,' Don Westover
B
through the clouds launching his after a game, no matter whether it
on everything from picture,
REPORTORIAL STAFF: Darrel Dentoni, Nancy Grant, Betty Hogan, Bob J torpedo and cut loose with machine be played in Stockton, San Fran
scraps of newspaper. He was st
Klinger, Ruth McLemore, A1 Melcer, Sally Silbaugh, Benora Wood.
guns. Boy; all hell cut loose with cisco, Berkeley, or Los Angeles, the
ing by his team's dressing 1
COPY READERS: Charlotte Peirano, Nancy Kaiser, Mary Pond.
that combination of torpedo attack Tiger coach is always surrounded
door, calmly surveying the s
timed with the bombing and straf by news - hungry sports writers,
tion, accepting congratualtions
the raitsubisnis
Mitsubishis and Zeros.
n.,Ki, . ,
„ ,.
,
ing by tne
zeros. hanging onto every word he utters.
the game fight his team had pul
S ^
d i t f « V T I
^ y 6 a r ^ 0 1 6 P a C i f l ° S t U " T h e t r a n s p o r t w e n t u p i n a s h e e t "HIS BOYS"
and answering questions right
S 6 C ° n
U i a a m a t t e r 0 c t 0 b 6 r
1 9 2 4 ' a t o f
S
T
J
w
flame, w h i l e t h e b e a c h v o m i t e d
But do you think things like that left.
of March 8- M™* with explosive eruptions. Tracers
Lenten T*' ^
I Callf0rnla' Under 016
bother Amos Alonzo Stagg? Cer
•E asked him what he though
tnheT oT, !rial^°f P°"tage PrOVld6d f°r 1,1 S6°" 1 and ack-ack filled the night sky. tainly not. Football is his life, a
tion 103, October Z, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
The resounding concussions and ex game that he gets a lot of fun out being named Football's Coach
plosions rocked the area violently. of teaching. He'd be just as happy the Year. He looked around, s
. My section escaped from the ship if nobody had ever heard of Amos ing, and replied, "Why, young n
take things like that right
in time, safe except for a wounded Alonzo Stagg, just as long as he
stride."
iuuiu
Liie gruup.
iuc attack
atutuK was
hand in the
group. The
Somehow the fire glows brighter and the candlelight so terrific that the casualty list
softer these days; tears are close to the surface and the soared to new heights, foy two days
sight of an electrically controlled Christmas window dis- following a hundred bodies floated
play, or a department store perfume counter does warm 1111:0 tlie beach."
ln M o r e
things to your insides.
I That episode was one of the adThe fact that helmeted war workers push horny hands ventures related by Private John And we think it is tough stum
n
through piles of finery, and the tree ornaments are plastic, Cedric Snook, attached to the v-12 bling around in the darkness on our
and trees are a dollar an inch, and stocks are depleted . Program here at Pacific. During way to our eight o'clocks. . . . How After it has all been boiled <3
Shouldn't alter things!
his two-year hitch John has witwould you like to be in a place we women have been cheated,
nessed many
Yes,
a
minding-his-own-business
window
shoDDer
is
such eAjpex
experiences with
-^^xxvxixi
Will(lOW SilOPper
IS
Eiictiry touuii
wiixi
fe-xEEo-A7 W -LL-U UttllltJSS
where
you have to rely on the moon got in on the undesirable side
iAr.tr.rl "L
*L
J
1
_
^ -*•
accosted by war bond salesman every other step, or con- the
and twenty-first marine
light
except
during the noonday least two issues as far as colle
fusingly elaborate displays which urge him to pay out his re&iments on Guadalcanal, New meal when the sun just makes ai concerned. One is:
— with a few
—" i
welder's salary for the thing of the moment* this is now Hebrides, New Caledonia and New casual appearance and disappears excePtions, we believe we have

Who Are We?

7key Ate Aluuzyi
UtluiMuutlufJU "

Wa
Than One

forget the Future and clutch at the Present, for tomorrow Zealandas quickly as it comes?
cheated in that we are here
we die, etc.
DECEMBEE SEVENTH
This is the situation the fellows nice- comfY. well-fed, well-prof
Yes, you're confused. You're hypnotized one moment
On December the Seventh, 1941, who are in our armed service up colleSe at the average age of
y the feel of^ currency and thought of the material plea- tbe world was shocked by the news A l a s k a w a y a r e e x p e r i e n c i n g , teen, when most^ of" H
us would
"
Sure it can bling.
of the treacherous attack on Pearl
to be over there picking up
according
to
a
letter
recently
re
next moment you're swept along into the war Harbor. That same morning a draBut,
ceived from Pfc. Bill Lunt, former pieces as fast as they fall and
Tt° 11 curren' which advocates no gifts but bonds this year. matic scene was taking place in the Pacific student.
again.
i ting
— them back together
—o
0-.It all soundes pretty noble - this vehement renouncing of town of Monterey, Calif. Snook, Not only do they have to walk we don,t necessarily mean b
radition and Why, man, we're in a WAR!" spirit.
fresh out of high school, was work- around in the darkness, but they the guns 011 the °Pen battl
ut we re advocating compromise. Maybe you're labor- ing as a stock boy for the Purity generally have to slip and slide but there are PlentY of 3°bs 1
ing under the impression that the boy "over there" would ®rocery store, as the news flashed along on ice as the thermometer is we could make a showing,
e impressed if he could glimpse the living devoid of or- over the radio, his boss called him always hovering below zero.
Why couldn't we have been
naments and packages and that pine and orange smell. into the store to listen to the sur- MOEALE five
or ten years sooner,
We don t think SO.
prise attack. Partially stunned and
According to Bill, his camp has through college before the war
bew
d
We think he'd like to eat his rations with the vision
ii ered by that news he imme- been having quite a bit of morale in a neat bundle and labled "I
of a sumptuous Christmas-at-home Vision dancing before ^^a^ely donned his coat and headed building. For example, a small f°r Emergency?" Why are we
nim, the vision he had made possible - one with warbonds- for the nearest marine enlistment group of major league baseball play- with lectures of the post-war y
SnMethb »nHC'5.e D bUt * few brilliantly packaged suprises offlceers have spent a week at their and "aftermath of the storm'
j,
' *,
oily sprigs on the mantel, a wreath on the Pledging his boot training at Re- camp, having informal discussions in£ slipped gently or othei
door and a roast on the table.
cruit Depot, Marine Corp Base, San with the troops and eating in the down our throats? Of coursi

t w oa r ew e ?
Diego, Snook thus began a travel- mess halls, etc. Previous to their realize how important the posl
-A snatch of a- spirit—a
healthy
spirit with
on ogue of adventure. Trained for the visit, Errol Flynn and his Holly- world is, but someone could b
-r
..vmuiij SIUUI,
Wltll frost
I
earn and a nlea
hie eyeso to be 1..1:
.
•
.he served, with a
his beard
plea in his
believed, in.
infantry marines
wood show performed for the boysj ted a little later on for that; w

..

machine gun section handling the
heavy calibers; transferring from
San Diego to Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina, with the twenty-first ma
™Ut.tbe stack of school books looms high, while rines he was raised to the rank of
he sun shines as most states prepare for the "first snows" corporal. From Lejeune it was
while the brain yells out "give me moreTo digest" as the Camp Pendleton, Oceansid'e, Califor
nia and Camp Elliot, San Diego for
terms makejntjrl lausll'er.aiia merriment, while mid- additional training before going
+hl o
intellectual designs on the near-by horizon I
going
the average student wonders if Santa Clause ever was or overseas* Arrivmg at New Zealand
in February of '43 Snook settled
if so, maybe he's drafted too
•MOT AS BEFORE
down to the grim business of war,

So You Say Santa Quit!

In years that have faded from the memory iust as have tw° months later he was made a
so many names on those old Christmas cards St Nick buck sergeant and given the com"
JnW I?eynly jingle his bells as he dropped intoWchim
°f tW° maChine gUn squads
W°rld an enormous package, carefully and NOLA'S CHAMPEBS
fS- n
artistically ornamented with red and green satin rihhnn
What fascinated him most was
when anxious fingers tore off the glistening nlne^ a^ the dePressing condition
fairthrew open the top, it was found that SaS had offered er sex's dentistry= due to the low
standards of
to his
his friends
friends a
a nation
nation over
mmr -_ - Peace on earth ^nnri_ ^ni Standards
Of livln
living
nnrt poor
nnnr in
in
to
& and
on earth' good Wl111 structions on self-hygiene the ma
toward all men.

BIGGER GIFT

jority of New Zealanders wear false

rpTes,!eVo^

« -tire I ^
°le

St" Nick' leading

rein"lfirSt date With such a typical New
Zealand girl. It happened when a
friend made this date for him with
a certain Miss Nola Hargreaves of
7 Dahanui Road, One Tree Hill,
Aukland, New Zealand. As Snook
called on his date he asked for a
qfln??iS Dec®mber 25th" will find our eyes turned toward brush to shine the marine emblems
S a n t a s w o r k s h o p t o t h a n k h i m f o r t h e e-ift h f k n
S on his uniform. Nola immediately
confidence in a future that win bring a JeacefulThZ fetched her tooth brush for the proj
mas back to a peace-loving world.
Christ- ect. Bewildered by what was taking
place he asked for an explanation,
—PIo Strand
which with a reply, Miss Har-

MsergiSto a '?!!? "heiSh bo just as before,' w,H
Ont of th *
anxious, although strife-weary recipient
ChLLl f PaKkage Wil1 come the knowledge S this

but the theatre was so crowded Bill
couldn't get any further than the
middle of a mile or so line which
extended before the entrance.
Another form of entertainment is
their ice skating rink which is good
exci cise and a lot of fun and to
quote Bill, "It gets mighty cold out
there on the pond.'
OTHEB FELLOWS

sent the fact that a lot of us
directly help with immediate de
Here's another way Fate sli;
things up on us: We are being
nied the normal, easy-going, pre
college life—so many little del
even the pain and excitement '
nals! But we aren't griping a
that. We're strong enough to 1
on anything in that line.

whereah le^ter' he als0 incIuded the
Our great regret is that man:
former US will Still be here when th:
studprit
w
T16
d?,H7y T°Vani is a Lt' to
quit popping. Later, that chit
t
Ifcfmn P ^troopers stationed voice plpes the old
0on>

ner fs In f
^ A' ^ did V™ d° in the war?" an
ner is going to school at Jefferson
must give the bitter answer,
Barracks. Tommy Bolton has just
in college, studying it!"
returned from the South Pacific. Lt.
Alen Breed is with the Marines in
Hawaii. Ed Denny is at Cornell
working for his commission in the
Navy, and Ed Seville is stationed at
Fort Richardson.
(Continued from page 1)
Bob Lehman is at Comp Haan,
San Francisco and Oakland sf
Les Dow is an instructor in Naval
writers,* for the publicity br<
Aviation in Texas, and Ben Ha mm
they have given Amos Alonzo St
is with the Armored Forces. Sher
and his College of the Pacific i
wood Norton is with the Armored
bailers during the season just I
Force at Camp Cooke. Traphagen,
It should also be rememb'
Hogan, and Wentz are all Navy En
that
along with these Bay t
signs in combat duty in the Pacific
hacks, Los Angeles newsmen t
and the Atlantic.
kept pace. Men like Braven D'
greaves took out her plate of false Al Santoro, and Al Wolf, have gi
teeth for an experimental demon Mr. Stagg and his Tigers innus
stration on how her combined tooth able "breaks", and all have cont
and shoe brush cleans teeth besides uted indirectly to his being nat
marine emblems.
Footballs Coach of the Year.
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